
5.13 Review
5.13.1 Key knowledge summary
5.2 Examining the evidence• To discover information about the Ottoman Empire, archaeologists and historians can study written

sources, artwork, oral traditions and archaeological discoveries.• Ottoman architecture, such as the Topkapi Palace, is a rich source of information about the Ottoman
lifestyle, culture and technology.

5.3 Origins of the Empire• The rise of the Ottoman Empire can be linked to the growth of Islam and influence of Mohammed,
who was the founder of the religion.• Initial uncertainty about and, in some cases, fear of the influence of Mohammed halted the spread of
Islam for a time.• In a way, Mohammed’s exile and subsequent return was a turning point in the development of the
Islamic religion.

5.4 The golden age of Islam• While academic and cultural developments stagnated in much of Europe during the medieval period,
the Islamic (and later the Ottoman) Empire became a centre for knowledge and learning.• Translated copies of Greek and Roman scholars fuelled developments in science, mathematics,
astronomy, literature, art and architecture.

5.5 The beginnings of the Ottoman Empire• A series of wars in nearby states left those states vulnerable to outside forces, exposing new lands and
territories to Islam and Ottoman culture.• The Ottoman’s role in trade and a highly organised Ottoman army and well-planned military strategies
assisted the expansion of the empire.• As the Ottoman Empire expanded, strategies and policies were developed to help control conquered
peoples, including religious tolerance and the invention of taxation systems.• By allowing conquered people and nations to retain their religious beliefs and customs, Ottoman rulers
gained respect and reduced the possibility of revolt and disobedience.

5.6 The Black Death and the Ottoman Empire• The rapid expansion of the early Ottoman Empire was negatively affected by the Crusades. Launched
partially in response to the capture of Jerusalem and other holy cities, the Crusades were aimed at
restoring Christian rule to the area.• For over two hundred years, control of the Middle East slipped from one group to the other, all the
while affecting the Ottomans’ plans for imperial expansion.• The Ottoman Empire was also affected by several waves of the Black Death. Although the disease did
not have the same impact on the Ottomans as it did on much of Europe, a significant number of
Ottoman citizens were killed by the Black Death.

5.7 The fall of Constantinople• A significant moment in the rise of the Ottoman Empire, the Battle of Constantinople was seen as one
of the most significant events in Ottoman history.• Complex military strategies were used to overcome the once-mighty Byzantine forces that occupied
the city.• The eventual fall of Constantinople is also used to mark the final chapter of the Roman Empire.

5.8 Suleiman the Magnificent• Several Ottoman rulers’ incredible accomplishments contributed to the expansion of the Empire. Yet
out of these rulers, the impact of Suleiman the Magnificent remains the most significant.
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• Ruling from 1520 until his death in 1566, Suleiman (also known as ‘the Lawgiver’) conquered much of
eastern Europe, oversaw incredible academic and cultural achievements, and implemented
revolutionary social and legal changes that united followers of Islam.

5.9 Life in the Ottoman Empire• Ottoman social, cultural, economic, environmental and political features were largely formed on the
basis of their nomadic background.• Due to a history of nomadic wandering and trade, Ottoman villages and cities grew to reflect the
traditional caravanserai that dotted the area.• Bazaars and coffee shops quickly became important focal points of Ottoman life. Control over these
and other social features also became a crucial element of a sultan’s rule.

5.10 Ottoman art, architecture and literature• The achievements of the Ottomans were so important that many historians believe that the origins of
the Renaissance stem from the scholars of this is incredible empire.• The building programs of Suleiman the Magnificent and his advisor and architect, Sinan, have left
lasting legacies around the Middle East.• The artistic and architectural styles developed during this time quickly spread around the Islamic and
Western worlds.
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5.13.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

5.13 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

<Heading 3 Content to come>
1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has your

learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?
2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

Interactivity The Ottoman Empire (c. 1299–1683) (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

KEY TERMS
caliph in Islamic countries, the chief civil and religious ruler and a successor to the Prophet Mohammed
concubines a secondary wife, but usually of a lower social status and so not legally able to be married to a man in a
position of power
dowry a payment of money or goods as part of a marriage agreement
eunuchs a castrated man, especially one formerly employed by Oriental rulers as a harem guard or palace official
harem the women in a Muslim household, including the mother, sisters, wives, concubines, daughters, entertainers
and servants
revelations a communication or message from God
Sultan the king or sovereign of an Islamic country
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